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irst it was the bobcat on Thanksgiving Day who slunk
through the canyon past my house practically willing me
to give “thanks” to it. Then came the ceaseless raucous dueling
of a pair of Great Horned Owls while the full moon was high
in the sky. Finally, in the early morning I stood motionless as
a Yellow-rumped Warbler hopped in and out of the potted
plants on my back deck foraging for berries and insects
amongst the shrubs. I felt like “Kilroy” as I ducked behind a
table, with only my eyes visible, so the tiny bird wouldn’t
detect my presence and would continue its search for food. I
love these random interactions with nature on my home turf
and in my own neighborhood, and all within 24 hours.
After the exciting two-day storm we got last week, which
dumped almost 2.5 inches of rain in our area, the Crystal Cove
coastline was left looking ravaged and wild. This unfamiliar
view displayed jagged rocks, sliding rivulets of mud, and
huge piles of seaweed scattered along the shore. As I walked
the beach from the Historic District down to Treasure Cove
I marveled at the differences in the landscape in an area I
know so well. And then there were the birds, various species
of shore birds, some who are only seen in the winter. I saw
a Sanderling with a damaged foot still trying to dash in and
out of the surf to probe in the wet sand, two Semipalmated
Plovers (running, stopping, staring, and pecking in typical
fashion,) a Spotted Sandpiper (aka “teeter-tail” because of their
characteristic bobbing motion,) and a lone banded Western
Snowy Plover who I have observed around the rocks at Pelican
Point a few times these last months.
Western Snowy Plovers have been enjoying the beach at
Crystal Cove for many years now, but only in recent times
have we counted up to 50 of these threatened big-eyed
beauties along our shoreline. The snowies arrive back at
CCSP sometime in late summer to spend the fall and winter
on our beaches building fat reserves, by feeding on terrestrial
and aquatic invertebrates found in the seaweed or other
vegetation, for both spring migration and the following
breeding season. Because there is still not a lot known about
this species researchers from various agencies band the birds
with color beads to find out more about their mysterious
behavior. Accordingly, our Snowy Plover was taken as an egg
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from a nest in Coronado earlier this year (to ward off conflict
between jets and these miniscule birds,) to a care facility
at Sea World where it hatched and was eventually released
back to the beach. The fledgling flew north and has been up
in Orange County for several months now. According to the
Institute for Public Research at the San Diego Zoo: “Colorbanding has the advantage of making birds individually
identifiable without having to recapture them. This would
help us answer many important questions: How long do the
birds survive on average? Are survival rates different for males
and females? How many nests do they have in one season?
Do they remain year-round at breeding sites? How many of
the breeding birds are from different areas? Do the chicks
from our sites migrate to other sites to breed? Ultimately,
this information will be incorporated into a meta-population
model that will help conserve the species along its entire
coastal range.” The snowy we have observed has a split band
(pink/black) on the left leg with a blue bead above the tarsus,
and a green/red combination on the right leg. If you see any
banded Snowy Plovers please send a detailed message and
any photos to snpl_bandreporting@googlegroups.com and
for more information see http://pcbirds.org/.
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The backcountry also was hit hard by the storm.
Fortunately, our heroic staff and volunteer trail crew spent
four hours last week digging, shoveling, trimming, brushing,
and planting. While some of the crew repaired ruts on No
Name Ridge others worked on Fenceline, Missing Link, and
Ticketron trails. The hard-working team eliminated new “short
cut trails” (aka illegal trails) which had popped up on Ticketron
by covering them with brush and planting prickly pear cactus
as deterrents. Even though the crew filled in some of the more
rain rutted areas, holes, and crevasses, other trails are still in
bad shape which is a reminder why we need to respect trail
closures. The goal is two-fold: for public safety concerns (if the
trails are muddy and rutted emergency vehicles are unable to
access them,) and to protect the trails from continued erosion.
To check the park status see the widget on the park’s web site
home page at www.crystalcovestatepark.org or call the Ranger
Station at 949-494-3539.
After all
my years of
“smelling
the flowers,” I
can’t imagine
how I missed
detecting
the delicious
aroma of
chocolate
raspberry
Peter J. Bryant
within
Bush Sunflower
Encelia californica
the disk
floret of Encelia Californica, aka bush sunflower or California
brittlebush. When interpreter Alex mentioned this fun fact to
me, I promptly stuck my nose between the petals, breathed
deeply and was indeed rewarded with the unmistakable
sweetness reminiscent of a candy factory (one of my favorites,
I might add, as I am a true blue chocoholic.) The aroma
wasn’t pungent like some Coastal Sage Scrub plants such as
black sage or stinking gourd, but neither was it subtle like
blue elderberry. I had never heard this reference before nor
detected it in passing floral whiffs, but am delighted with this
new nugget of naturalist fodder. According to the Laguna
Coast Wilderness Park Little Sycamore Native Plant Walk
“California Encelia has daisy like flowers with yellow petals and
a brown center which, when scratched, smells like chocolate and
raspberry.” Give it a smell.

As one of
our lovely
indigenous
plants, bush
sunflower
blooms
throughout the
summer and
into the fall and
because of the
rain can still be
seen in yellow
abundance
throughout the
park. It is often
planted for slope
stabilization
which is just
one of the many irrefutable advantages of creating a native
landscape. So on the heels of the devastating fires, The Los
Angeles Times ran an article titled “Go Native for the Sake of
Soil, Creatures and Fire Suppression” which began “If wildfire
is forcing you to replant, the California Native Plant Society (CNPS)
is sending up a plea: Plant native now, to feed and shelter displaced
creatures, protect fragile soils and discourage future fires.” The
article goes on to offer two comprehensive guides (interactive,
useful and capable of sucking you in for hours just to look at the
pretty pictures,) California Native Plant Society Fire Recovery
Guide and Calscape which give detailed descriptions of
native plants appropriate for all California neighborhoods.
CNPS Executive Director Dan Gluesenkamp, emphasizes the
benefits to re-planting after a fire which include: “Restocking
both food supply and habitat for the animals displaced by the
fire. They’re homeless too, and shrubs like lemonade berry, coffee
berry and Christmas berry (Toyon) are like supermarkets for birds.”
Additionally, native plants help suppress fires due to their high
moisture content and because they tend to have deep root
systems enabling them to find water far in the ground they help
keep hillsides stable and soil from washing away.
The Phase 3 Historic District infrastructure improvements
are well under way. If standing at the Reservation Office
gazing out at the ocean it’s easy to see the flurry of activity
down below on the bluffs. A temporary road has been built
to allow for big construction vehicles to access this very
challenging area (34 caissons drilled 50’ deep will stabilize
this asphalt road, and thankfully be removed when the
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construction process is complete.)
Additionally, some of the cottages
will be “disassembled” and stored,
after having been meticulously
documented, to allow for the road,
and will be reassembled during the
restoration phase. Nobody wants to
live/work in a construction zone, but
the tractors, hard hats, and lime green
vests confirm the reality that the final
phase of cottage refurbishment is
actually happening.
Just before the year ends, and as
a welcome holiday gift to me, the
new Crystal Cove State Marine
Conservation Area panels have
been installed at every entrance to
the coastal side of the park. These 3’
x 4’ graphically pleasing signs remind
visitors to be gentle and respectful
when exploring the vulnerable
intertidal habitat. Some of the more
important messages include: to never
pick up animals or remove rocks, shells, or animals, and to
walk gently on the rocks and in the pools to avoid trampling
the organisms. Given that the tidepools are one of the main
resources enjoyed by countless people to the park, it is our
obligation to educate them about this fragile ecosystem. On
January 21, we will experience the lowest tide of the entire
year when the low tide will ebb to -2.0 at 3:44pm. Volunteer
Fred O’Brien will lead a walk to Little Treasure Cove which
is only accessible at the “lowest of the lowest” starting at
1:30pm and meeting at Pelican Point lot #1. I make an annual

pilgrimage to this spot, on the
“other side of the rocks” to
scour this remote site, and can
attest that it is well worth the
adventure.
And, for those who really want
to bring the year in right, in
collaboration with the nationwide
event “First Day Hike” and in
celebration of New Year’s Day,
volunteer Annie Stoeckmann
has generously offered to lead
a guided interpretive hike into
the backcountry on Tuesday,
January 1 at 9am meeting at
the Berns Amphitheater. January
1, 2019? How can that be? It is
truly mind boggling that 2018
is coming to an end. During the
final week of the year I intend
to spend time with my loved
ones and to nourish my core. In
order to do the latter, I need to
be outside in wild spaces where I can hear the sounds of the
physical world and smell the intoxicating scents of the earth.
As Anthony Douglas Williams wrote:
“Take a quiet walk with Mother Nature. It will nurture your
mind, body, and soul.”
Have a healthy, happy, and safe holiday

Winter

